Workshop “Castles as European Phenomena“

Venue: Leibnizstraße 1, Room 105 a/b

Thursday, February 11, 2016

Cluster I (9 a.m. - 1 p.m.)
Kossack, Daniel (DE): Castles in Eastern Holstein
Posselt, Normen (DE): Kemladen - late medieval well-fortified pile dwellings in Northern Germany
Bremer, Timo (DE): The Model of the „Adelsburg“ and the Lower Nobility – A Case Study from the Rhineland
Ludwig, Clemens/Uhlig, Tobias (DE): Harras, a late medieval Towerhouse and Settlement in southern Thuringia

Lunch

Cluster II (2:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.)
Lotan, Shlomo (IL): Castles and fortifications in Germany and in the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem – Mutual relationships and research issues
Losse, Michael (DE): Defences, shelters or symbols of power? Castles, towers and fortified places („kastra“) in the Knights Hospitallers' monastic state in the Aegean (1307-1522)
Alajan, Artur (EE): The Castles of the Teutonic Order in Medieval Livonia (1238-1291)
Ropa, Anastasija (LV): Medieval Castles in Latvia: State of Research and Future Perspective

Joint dinner (7 pm)

Friday, February 12, 2016

Cluster III (9 a.m. - 1 p.m.)
Stanulevich, Nadezhda (RU): Photography of Castles at Museum Collections
Bernardi, Martina (IT): Fortifications in Latium (Italy). The case of Monti Lucretelli
Fenger, Jørgen (DK): A data analysis of the construction of medieval castles in the former counties of Thisted and Hjørring (Denmark)
Magnussen, Stefan (DE): Form follows 'Fürst‘? The sites of Valdemar I. and Erik VI. of Denmark and the uses of deduction in castle research.

Closing Debate and End (1 p.m.)

(every cluster includes a coffee break)

Organizers:
Daniel Kossack (dkossack@gshdl.uni-kiel.de)
Stefan Magnussen (smagnussen@gshdl.uni-kiel.de)